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ATHLETICS
Fall has come in earnest and the cold frosty days give an
added zest to active outdoor exercises. Before very long the
air will be so keen that most people will prefer taking exercise in the more comfortable gymnasium. But in the meanCroquet was popular
while out-door sports are flourishing.
some weeks ago but the present cool weathertlemands something more invigorating. Tennis has therefore become more
popular, among both girls and boys. Several of the boys laid
out another court for the girls and both it and the old one
have been in constant use. With so much practice in the fall
there is a good outlook for an interesting ladies' singles or
mixed double tournament in the spring.
Three of the classes have elected tennis and basket-ball
captains to arrange for inter-class contests.
On the afternoon of October 29 the Seniors, represented by E. E. Neff and
John Wine met W. S. Myers and Minor M. Myers, of the
Junior class.
Although the weather conditions were very
unfavorable because of the cold and strong wind, a grand
match was played resulting in a victory for the Seniors by the
score of 2-6, 6-2, and 7-5.
In the morning Dr. Bicknell and
Prof. J. C. Myers of the faculty, defeated E. E. Neff and M.
M. Myers, representing the students, by the score of 6-1 and
6-4.
Both games aroused a good deal of interest and were
well attended in spite of the weather.
November 5th, the
Seniors were defeated by the Sophomore team, H. L. Yager
and Paul Hoover in a warmly contested match.
The score
was 4-6, 6-1, and 6-1. Arrangements are being made for
inter-class basket-ball games, and contests between these
three classes will probably take place in the near future.
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are better values and have more style, are better tailored and made of better woolens than any
other in the city can or does sell.
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On The Dark Euphrates Shore.
Seest thou those ancient sages,
By the dark Euphrates shore,
Poring o'er the mystic pages
Of their strange Chaldean lore?
Long they scan those mystic pagesTreasured wisdom of the agesBy the Dark Euphrates shore,
Till there gleams an Occidental
Vision on the mystic page;
And with reverence Oriental
Silent bows each ancient sage.
Quitting now the Oriental
Wisdom and its mystic page,
For the new-born Occidental
Teacher seeks each reverent sage.
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The Person and Character of Satan.
(As Represented in Milton's Paradise Lost)

H. L.

YAGER,

B. A. '13.

In the representation of the Person and Character of Satan as Milton has portrayed and characterized him in his
great epic, Paradise Lost, there are for considertion various forms shapes, and many different means of locomotion
which he assumed. And, his diversified qualities of mind
stand out very prominently and are such as one would naturally suppose him to possess.
In the first description, the idea of some large sea monster, but no conception of any definite shape or form, is given.
He is represented as talking to his nearest mate, with his
head lifted above the waves, with sparkling eyes; and his
other parts, extend far and wide on the water. Then he is
compared in size with some great sea monsters, such as Tition or Earthborn, Briareas or Typhon, and even the sea
beast Levia thru which God has created the largest of all
that swim in the ocean.
Again he may be represented as a very prodigious monster. He is cast into the lower regions and walks over the
burning marble with a spear of such length, that a mast
would be but a wand in compariso~ with it. Then after calling his hosts together and debating whether there should be
another battle for the recovery of Heaven he
''Puts on swift wings and towards the gates of Hell
Explores his solitary flight.''
He approaches the gates, where he finds Sin and Death
of whom he is the father and in conversation with them, Satan stood
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Thus befell the ancient sages
By the dark Euphrates shore,
In that Age of all the Ages
Shadowed in Chaldean lore;
For the Star of Light had risen,
Bright to shine for evermore,
And that star had shed its glory
On the dark Euphrates shore.

-John W. Wayland, B. A., '99.
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In the first description, the idea of some large sea monster, but no conception of any definite shape or form, is given.
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other parts, extend far and wide on the water. Then he is
compared in size with some great sea monsters, such as Tition or Earthborn, Briareas or Typhon, and even the sea
beast Levia thru which God has created the largest of all
that swim in the ocean.
Again he may be represented as a very prodigious monster. He is cast into the lower regions and walks over the
burning marble with a spear of such length, that a mast
would be but a wand in compariso~ with it. Then after calling his hosts together and debating whether there should be
another battle for the recovery of Heaven he
''Puts on swift wings and towards the gates of Hell
Explores his solitary flight.''
He approaches the gates, where he finds Sin and Death
of whom he is the father and in conversation with them, Satan stood
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''Unterrified, and like a comet burned
That fires the length of Ophimus huge
In the arctic sky, and from his horrid hair
Shakes pestilence and war. "
Next he passes from the brink of Hell to the newly
sought World, which he has decided to explore, meets a vast
vacuity, goes, half on foot, half flying."
"O'er bog or steep, through strait, rough, dense or rare,
With head, hands, wings or feet pursues his way
And swims, or sinks, or wades, or creeps, or flies.''
Thus he goes till, ''When straight behold the throne of
Chaos, and is dark pavilion spread wide on the wasteful
deep.''
Thither he is directed by Chaos, springs up 'Yith renewed force and strength and goes on like a pyramid of fire into
the vast "expanse" and "fighting elements." With great
difficulty he reaches the new sought world and opens the way
' for Sin and Death."
Upon his flight from the "Paradise of Hell" or "Limbe of
Vanity'' to the orb of the sun, he sees the angel Uriel and approaching him he appears in the form of a young and very
beautiful cherub. His physique is rather charming, his curly hair playing on either cheek, his wings are of many colored plumes sprinkled with gold; and he holds a wand in his
hand. He inquires of Uriel which orb is the.seat of Man;
is directed thither and pursues his journey. He arrives at
Paradise or the seat of Man; flies up and sits on the "Tree of
Life" like a cormorant. He alights and walks away among
the animals changing his form first to that of one and then
another, such as the lion and the tiger.
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Gabriel, being warned by Uriel that some evil spirit Satan has left the Deep, sends Ithuriel and Zenophen to hunt
for him. They find him in the garden sitting near Eve
tempting her in a dream, and they bring him to Gabriel.
Great hosts, prepared for war against Heaven, form themselves about him:
"On the other side, Satan alarmed,
Collecting all his might, dilated stood
Like Teneriff or Atlas removed:
His stature reached th~ sky and on his crest
Sat horror plumed; nor wanted in his grasp
What seemed both spear and shield."
Again, he meditates upon the temptation and resolves to
tempt Eve to taste the forbidden fruit and he approaches her
thus;
''In serpent, innate bad, and toward Eve
Addressed his way - not with indented' wave,
Prone on the ground as since, but on his rear,
Circular base of rising folds, that towered
Fold above fold, a surging maze; his head
Crested aloft, and carbuncle in his eyes;
With burnished neck of verdant gold, erect
Amidst his circling spires, that on the grass
Floated redundant. Pleasing was his shape
And lovely; never since of serpent kind
Lovlier was seen. With tract oblique
At first, ·as one who sought access but feared
To interrupt, sidelong he works his way."

*

*

*

*

*
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''Oft he bowed
His turret crest and sleek enameled neck,
Fawning and licked the ground whereon she trod."
Having thus considered the Person of Satan, we now have
for contemplation his character.
In his argument with Beelzebub concerning plans for
war against Heaven, he has many ch racteristics of boldness
and atrocity which are shown in the passage:
''What though the field be lost!
All is not lost- the inconquerable will
And study of revenge, immortal hate
And courage never to submit or yield!
Aud what is else not to be overcome."
He continues by saying it would be a shame and a disgrace to bow and sue for grace, and deify the power of God.
He plots evil schemes against Heaven and to engage in such
is his sole delight. He has a fond desire to live with demons
in the lower regions and says:
''We shall be free; and in my choice
To reign is worth ambition, though in Hell;
Better to reign in Hell than serve in Heaven.''
His acts of boldness and bravery are again very marked
in the consultation whether there should be an0ther battle
for the recovery of Heaven. He claims that he is to be leader for two reasons, first because Heaven has ordained him
leader, and second, the people have chosen him leader, and
he sits exalted upon the throne as judge.
Coming in contact with Classic deities upon his journey
to find the new race of Man, he does an act of submissive-
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ness. He tells them that he came not as a spy with the purpose of exploring or disturbing the secrets of their realms,
.and asks them to direct him to Heaven or one of their domains. Thither he pursues his journey and upon beholding
the world, he is seized with wonder and envy.
Again, he may be thought of as deceitful and insincere.
He changes to the form of a fair angel and inquires of Uriel
concerning the seat of Man. He claims that he wishes to
know this for the purpose of praising the Crea tor:
"The Universal Maker we may praise;
Who justly hath driven out his rebel foes
To deepest Hell; and, to repair that loss,
Created this new race of men
To serve him better, wise are all his ways, ''
Arriving near the place where he must attempt the enterprise which he has undertaken against God and Man, he
becom~s doubtful and falls into many passsions, such as fear,
envy and despair. Then he realizes that all this misery is
due to himself; knows there is no way for him to be good any
more or return, and resolves to be as desperate as he can.
Hence he says:
''So farewell hope, and, with hope farewell fear,
Farewell remorse ; all good to me is lost;
Evil be thou my God : by thee at least
Divided empire with Heaven's King I hold
By thee, and more half perhaps will reign;
As man, ere long, and this new World shall know."
He journeys on to Paradise, overleaps the fence and becomes an intruder by watching Adam and Eve, and plans
their destruction.

8
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''Hell shall unfold,
To entertain you two, her widest gates,
And send forth all her kings; there will be room,
Not like these narrow limits to receive
Your numerous offspring; if no better pla:-ce,
Thank him who puts 'me, loathe, to this revenge
On you who wronged me not, for him who wronged."
He is questioned why he tempted Eve in a dream, becomes filled with scorn, hates goodness and stands abashed;
''The Fiend replied not; overcome with rage,
But like a proud steed reined, went haughty on,
Champing his iron curb. To strive or fly
He held in vain: awe from above had quelled
His heart, not else dismayed.''
Gabriel questions ~im concerning his transgression; he
answers in a very scornful manner and prepares resistance.
Thus Gabriel is impressed by the fact that he is a liar, a deceiver and an imposter. God warns Raphael that Satan has
power to overcome Man not by violence but by deceit and
lies. He beguiles the Hosts of Heaven by sending out his
second in command to bring in hosts and prepare for the reception of the Messiah.
Again he is an evil genius, when, after the first day's
battle with Michael and Gabriel, having decisive results, he
calls his hosts together, cheers them and plans to have better weapons. He takes the proposition upon himself and invents great engines or cannons by which he may work utter
destruction to the opposing forces.
In his last daring deed, we may think of him as an enticer. After having compassed the earth, he returns with
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meditated guile. He accomplishes his desire by tempting
Eve to eat the forbidden fruit and thereby causing the downfall of Man.

An Examination Sigh.
(APOLOGIES To TENNYSON).

Flunk-flunk-flunk
In the wrath of a fateful day;
And I wish that my pen could whisper
The words that have flown away.
Break- break- break
This sad heart of mine in twain,
But the gleeful joy of a truant boy
Has fled from my vacant brain.
Ah, woe to the studious lad
Who plods o'er his books all day;
Ah, well for the truant glad
Who has fled from his teacher a way.
Still the lordly Profs won't tell,
And they smilingly take their ease;
But remember not how they scrambling got
Through the strife to their proud degrees.

-A Victim..

Love and Sorrow.
[Translated from the German]

W. S.

T

wo

LINEWEAVER,

B. A. '13.
1

lovely maidens were standing at a window in the
castle of Arenfels; they were sisters, Bertha and Elsie.

While they were looking from the window with their arms
around each other, neither said a word. Their eyes wandered about, sometimes down the river, sometimes to lofty
Rheineck, and often to the evening sun, which was now beginning to set behind the n1ountains and was casting its
puprle rays over the la!ldscape.
The father of the two maidens had not yet returned
home. Three days before, he had gone to Cologne where
the knights were assembling for a new Crusade. Bertha
and Elsie often read in each other's eyes the common fear,
that their pious old father once more would have to take
par t in the Crusade. What would they do if their father
should be killed in a distant country! What would the
motherless children do if they should lose their father!
At last they saw a ship coming up the Rhine; it was
their father's sailing vessel. As the the ship landed, the old
father disembarked, and a young knight accompanied him.
Both ascended the mountain and finally arrived at the castle.
There was a passionate greeting between the girls and their
father. The old man then said, "This young man is Dieter,
the son of Conrad, my brother in arms, whom I buried
many years ago beside the wall of Jerusalem. I am too old
to venture a journey to Palestine; but in threE: days my
young friend Dieter will join the Crusaders. Until that time
he will be our guest.''
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Three days were long enough for the hearts of Bertha
and Dieter to find each other, and love. On the morning of
the third day, Dieter held an interview with Bertha's father
who gave him his daughter's hand. An embrace, a kiss,
and then they had to part. Dieter sailed back to Cologne.
Bertha stood at the window for a long time. Her moist eyes
followed the little ship; the sail appeared smaller and smaller until it faded from view.
The Count of Arenfels had only a few friends and these
had, for the most part, joined the Crusaders. His · enemies
made use of this favorable opportunity to give vent to their
animosity by appearing before the count's castle with a large
armed force. The old count armed his soldiers and servants
to defend his castle. The battle was long and stubborn.
After several weeks of fighting, the count's soldiers seemed to be gaining the victory. Their courage increased every
hour until courage became presumption. One day the old
count clibmed upon the wall and scoffed at the besiegers because of their weakness. An arrow struck him and he fell
dead. The soldiers and servants now lost courage; on that
day the enemy took the castle.
Bertha and Elsie entreated the enemy to spare the city,
but it was of no avail; they burned Arenfels to the ground.
The maidens left the burning city. Many times they looked
back, but saw nothing but smoke rising from the ruins; many
times they looked far along the river for th~ returning ships
of the Crusaders and for Dieter, but it was all in vain.
Heaven seemed to have forgotten and forsaken them. They
wandered about seeking for a quiet place where they could
end their lives. It must have been an angel from heaven
that led them down the Rhine to the Siebengeberge and the
Stromberge. There stood the castle of Dieter; but they did
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not know it. Near the castle was a quiet hermitage, which
Bertha and Elsie entered. Here they lived meditating upon
God, and in prayer, for the beloved Dieter. Thus the
months passed by.
The Crusaders returned. Their ships adorned with banners and trophies from the Orient, studded the Rhine. With
great rejoicing the throng on the shore greeted those who
were returning with their spoils. Dieter was with the
victors; but, he was lying on his couch pale and weak. A hostile lance had struck him in the breast while he was fighting
at Antioch. The wound had healed but the brave knight
was exhausted. When his ship approached Rheimborhl he
arose, for just beyond this city was Arenfels. In spirit he
saw Bertha waving a white handkerchief from the castle.
Dieter looked constantly toward the city. When he saw
only ruins where the lofty city of Arenfels had stood, he
sank down unconscious. His servants carried him to his
castle on the Stromberge, where he lay in a burning fever
for six weeks; but thanks to the careful attention of his
mother and to his strong, youthful nature, death did not take
him. He had wished for death. What was life to him without Bertha, whom he thot was dead?
When spring came and his strength gradually returned,
he took long walks thru the dense forests on the Stromberge.
He often saw the peaceful hermitage and the desire ·to end
his life there grew within him. One evening as he approached the hermitage he saw two young maidens kneeling in
fervent prayer before a cross. He drew near-but slowly.
The maidens arose; Dieter recognized his Bertha, and the
lovers fell in to each other's arms.
Elsie remained in the cloister. Dieter and Bertha rebuilt Arenfels and lived there in undisturbed happiness.
I

Around Niagara.
FERNE HEAGLEY.

C

harles Dudley Warner says, ''The walk about Goat Island at Niagara Falls is probably unsurpassed in the
world for wonder and beauty."
So we also thought as we strolled leisurely along watching the boiling rapids above the falls. Then coming around
the bend the real falls came to view.
We were struck
with awe at Nature's grandeur which there displayed itself.
Great masses of foaming, roaring, wildly rushing waters
tumbled pei~cipitously over the rocky ledge 161 feet high and
sent their spray higher yet. To the left are the ''Horse Shoe
Falls" which strangely enough present a hue of deep sea
gTeen. To the right the "Central'' and "American Falls"
seem to be a yellowish tint.
We looked with delight at the turbulent, seething masses
and wished in vain for the artist's gift to paint the scene so
full of life and beauty. We thought too of the mighty power
behind the scenes. In order to give a little idea of the immensity of Niagara Falls, we give a few facts: 100,000,000,
tons of water pass over them each hour; 58,000 barrels each
second.
We now passed over to Luna Island, below which the
Cave of the Winds is the only natural opening behind the
falls. Attired in rubber suits we descended an elevator shaft
of 160 feet to the foot of the falls. The view from here can
be excelled nowhere. The cataract tumbled at our very feet
and the sun flashed rainbow bridges across the river. Passing in front of the falls first, we walked thru the half-playful,
half-serious spray and by the Rock of Ages. Then we entered the Cave of the Winds.
From here as nowhere else
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we realized the irresistable power of this mighty water-fall.
We walked or rather felt our way by aid of the guide across
the Cave 150 feet, emerged from behind Central Falls and
gazed back with wonder and admiration.
After dinner we took a trolley for Lewiston which wound
its way by the Niagara river's edge. On the west sid~ we
could see only cliffs, while glancing across the river we beheld
wooded hills supporting the British ensign. From here we
crossed Lake Ontario in the Steamer ''Chicago.'' This was
a delightful experience. The fresh lake breezes invigorated
and rested us. And when in mid-lake with no land in sight
we might easily have imagined ourselves on the ocean.
We reached Toronto, Canada about seven o'clock and immediately repaired to the park where we viewed some of the
best exhibits of the National Canadian Fair.
We especially enjoyed the Grenadier Band. It is England's finest military band, and crosses the ocean each year
to head the musical procession at the National Canadian Fair.
Cheer after cheer greeted the British horse-men, who skillfully executed many maneuvers on their carefully trained
horses.
The whole arena was filled with soldiers marching and .
counter-mg,rching and the band delighted our ears with the
tune, ''My Country 'tis of Thee'' which, we were informed,
was "God Save the King" there. A singular coincidence
that, tho composed by different authors, they are alike.
Among the soldiers were Scotch Highlanders, troops from India, Boers and our own boys in blue, all splendid in their
brilliant uniforms.
Everywhere were evidences of the maple leaf, Canada's
National emblem. A pleasing feature of the fire -works was
a mock battle between an aeroplane and a man-of-war, which
1
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terminated in both being blown up in the flames.
We were also much interested in the panorama of how
England rules the seas, made much more effective by the firing
of salutes by the soldiers on parade.
After viewing the old city of Toronto we visited Gen.
Brock's monument, Queenstown Heights and other historic
places.
Returning to Niagara we crossed the concrete bridge getting a Canadian view of the falls.
Our trip would have been incomplete without a ride on
the famous ''Maid of the Mist.'' At the boat house we were
supplied with rubber coats and hoods. We went on deck and
the mist fir st blew lightly in our faces, but approaching the
foot of the falls it grew denser and denser. The pilot drove
the boat up as far as the rocks would permit, then let it ride
back on the waves caused by the force of the mighty cataract. It rocked violently to and fro so that we could scarcely keep our sea ts.
The rain-bow formed a halo around us as if to guard us
from harm.
While drinking in the beauties of Nature from this novel
situation, a panorama came before us, which caused our
minds to revert to ''Old B. C". Pleasure inticingly said,
"Linger", but duty called, "Go".

Description Of Eden.
(As Presented In Paradise Lost.)
PAUL

T

E.

HOOVER,

B. A. '13.

HE subject of Eden or the garden of Paradise is one
which has aroused much speculation in times past 'continuing even up to the present. The most natural question
concerning it is 'Where was it?' Of course the Bible is the
only source of information and its account is very obscure.
The river Euphrates is said to flow from Eden and that would
place it some where in Assyria or the Tigris and Euphrates
Basin. However the word Eden seems to be used here in a
broader sense. Milton following the Bible account says that
the garden of Paradise was in the eastern part of Eden.
This shows that the two terms are really not synonomous,
Eden being the whole region and the garden a particular spot.
The location generally accepted by modern scholars is near
the junction. of the Tigris and Euphrates rivers. But since
these rivers are continually changing their channe1s there is
no possibility of pointing out the exact spot. Milton uses this
fact skilfully in accounting for the final disappearance of the
garden.
Paradise as Milton discribes it is a lofty, wooded tableland in the eastern part of Eden. According to Paradise Lost
and also to the Bible it was laid out after man was created.
Milton vividly pictures God placing the whole plateau as a
gardener would a mounld of earth across the valley of the Tigris thus stopping its progress. But the river instead of turning aside flows straight through, and part of it rises as a
fountain in the center. Thence it flows to all parts of the
garden watering all the trees and flowers. Finally it runs
down over the cliff to join the main stream where it emerges
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from its underground passage. It is here according to Milton's account that the river divides into four streams as mentioned in the Bible.
Eden appeared from the outside to be a high wooded
mound whose base was covered with a dense impenetrable
growth of trees and shrubs. Then came a perpendicular cliff,
higher than the trees below. All around the edge could be
seen trees bearing fruit of every description. The only approach was on the east side guarded by a gate of white alabaster with cliffs towering high above on each side. Here
sat Gabriel, to whom the charge of the garden had been assigned, and his angel forces. He himself kept constant watch
that nothing evil or harmful might enter and spoil the happiness of the occupants. Then every night at midnight the angelic hosts made a complete circuit of the walls to see that
everything was safe. Thus it was impossible for anyone to
go in or out without the knowledge of the guards.
Considering all the beauties and attractions of the interior all these precautions were plainly necessary. The delights of the garden were beyond imagination -much less description. Milton says that it not only included within its limits the whole wealth of the world but was really a part of
Heaven on earth. Everything which could possibly contribute to the happiness and enjoyment of the occupants was
there. God had planted every kind of trees to delight the
sight, taste and smell. There was every kind of fruit: some
shining like gold, like the fabled golden apples of the Hesperides. In the center of the garden, and highest of all was
the tree of Life and nearby was the tree of Knowledge from
which alone man was forbidden to eat. Also in the center
and evidently near the tree of Life was the fountain which
watered the garden from its underground stream. It then
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divided and flowed to all parts of the garden rippling over
golden sands, through meadows and groves thus adding greatly to the beauty of the landscape, as well as serving the more
practical purpose of refreshing the trees and flowers, which
were among the chief beauties of the garden. They grew,
not confined in beds as by a gardener, but scattered bro~d
cast by the lavish hand of Nature. There were neither thorns
on the rose nor any other flower, nor harmful plants of any
kind. All plant life was arranged solely for man's comfort
and happiness. Whenever he was hungry Eve had merely to
pick the meal from the trees and Adam, as Milton says, could
delay as long as he wished without fear of dinner getting
cold. This fact alone would constitute a paradise for some
people. In addition all the animals were tame and gentle always ready to exert themselves for the entertainment of man.
All lived on plant life as yet, for none became carnivorous until after sin came into the world. Everything was conducive to peace and harmony. Work was pleasant becau~ it
made rest in the cool shade all the more delightful, while
.herds and rippling brooks made sweetest music. What could
be more perfect?
But see the change made by the eating of one smali
apple. The flowers grew thorns or were choked by weeds
and thistles. Birds and beasts left their pastures and preyed upon one another. Discord was spread through all the
world. Sun, moon and stars were changed to bring about
the heat of summer and the cold of winter, together with the
winds, storms and tempest of every season. Man was driven
from his easy life and made to ''earn his living by the sweat
of his brow"; and the gate to Eden was forever closed and
guarded by cherubim with flaming swords. Finally during
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the flood, paradise itself was loosed from its very foundations
and floating down the Tigris became a desert island in the
Persian Gulf.
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THE

ED I TOR'S

PORTFOLIO

Peculiarly fitting and suggestive is the sign of the holly in
the dreariness of mid-winter. "Of all the old festivities,"
said Irving, "that of Christmas awakens the strongest and
the most heart-felt associations." Then the old and young
mingle in the ruddy glow of the Yule-log with the :rµerry
heart of youth, and even men of the type of Scrooge open
their hearts for a day in the general atmosphere of brotherhood and good cheer. The store-front tells the same story
and every-where on the street corner and in the market-place
is felt the joyous expectancy of a holiday, of meeting friends
on their annual visit, and the proverbial feast of the
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Bob Cratchit sort. Even the ~small boy,
freed
for a season from the thraldom of
The Time
book and unsympathetic pedagogue beof
comes "good" and therefore, hopeful.
But whether or not the holly, accordHoHy
ing to the old Teutonic idea affords shelter
for sylvan spirits from the inclement weather, let its changless green at least express the real idea of the Yule-tide in
keeping fresh through all the wintry days the glad heart
of perennial you th.

am

am

am

The world expects-and justly-from the ranks of college
men her future leaders in all questions involving the public
welfare. The Intercollegiate Prohibition Association purposes
to enlist the interest of our best students in a sane and scientific study of the Temperance crusade now sweeping over
the country.
The saloon problem is not solved; and not until the superficial essaying of the ordinary reformer is supplemented
by an intellegent comprehension of its relation to the
social, political and economic aspects of our civilization
can we hope for an adequate and a permanent adjustment.
foteraCollegi- This subject demands a thorough and unbiassed study and furnishes an excellent
ate
opportunity for a student's thought conProhibition tact of the most virile type with the world
of stern realities.
This should develop
Association thJnkers and leaders who are honest original and independent in thought. It is a mark of an unscientific mind to advocate unreasoningly but a scientific man investigates, and the world needs men whose energy is diffused as
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luminous rather than thermic energy.
The contests in oratory provided and the debates encouraged promise to be exceedingly interesting and practical; and
the resources furnish the best works and results of the most
thorough investigations of the subject.
Thomas Carlyle said that in the modern arrangements of
society it is no uncommon thing that a man of genius must
''ask for bread and receive a stone'' and that while the inventor of a spinning-jenny is sure of his reward in his own
day, the writer of a true poem, like the apostle of a true religion is nearly as sure of the contrary. This was perhaps
never more nearly true than in the case of Edgar Allen Poe.
Poe's recent election to a place in the Hall
Poe in the
of Fame represents the triumph of an intelligent and a fair appreciation of a real
Hali
genius over an attitude that was blinded
perhaps by sectional prejudice and by the
of Fame
consciousness of his personal prodigalities.
While we deplore the pathos of his career and admit that his
glory is dimmed by dissipation we must view him with sympathy rather than unreasoning scorn.
This is not the first permanent tribute to the ill-starred
genius. In 1875, just twenty-six years after his death in
Baltimore, the school teachers of that city erected a monument to his memory, and in 1885, the actors of the United
States erected in the Metropolitan Museum in New York a
memorial at the dedication of which the principal address.
was made by Edwin Booth and a poem was read by William
Winter. Other memorials have since been erected in his
honor. Perhaps to no student is this recognition so gratifying as to us of Virginia for we daim the author of ''The
Raven'' as our own.

COLLEGE

.JJ.

CAMPUS

.JJ.

CLASS R 0 0 M

Christmas.
Holidays.
Then New Year.
Snow and ice.
Sleighing and skating.
Exams are over.
Did you pass?
Why did you not?
Did you hear the sing?
And still they marry and are given in marriage.
The electricians are installing electric lights in New
Wardo.
Messrs. 0. S. Miller '08, M. C. Miller '10, Frank W.
Wampler, Edgar and Herbert Sipe and Miss Elsie Thomas.
have enrolled for the second term.
Drs. Flory and Bicknell attended t he Educational Convention in Richmond about Thanksgiving. They report a fine
con ven ti on.
Mr. H. A. Shaver, B. A. '09 of Troutville, Va., spent
Thanksgiving around the college. He is now engaged in business at his home. Come some more, Herman.
Mr. H. A. Via has returned to school after recuperating
at home from his recent illness.
Rev. I. N. Zigler B. S. L. '10, and Mrs. Zigler, B. S. L.
'09 made a short call on their college friends recently.
Mr. J. A. Hoover of Roanoke, a former student of this
institution, visited his sons, Paul and Roy on Thanksgiving.
A concert troupe composed of Misses Myers and Bayly,

iip
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and Prof. Fletcher and Dr. Bicknell went to Mt. Jackson on
Dec. 10th to render a program but inclement weather prevented the rendition. But they got a fine outing-so what
boots it then?
Prof. J. A. Garber of Timberville, was married to Miss
Lucy Hite of Lunenburg Co. Va. The Bride is a lady of considerable culture. They will reside in Timberville, where Prof.
Garber is Cashier of the Merchants and Farmer's Bank. Before this reaches the reader Rev. George A . .Early B. S. L. ' 10
will also have discarded the doctrine of unitory beatitude,
and will have made public his vows to Miss Carrie M. Bixler,
a former teacher at B. C. They will be married at the home
of the bride near Westminister, Md., at high noon, December 14th.
To all these the Philo, together with a multitude of
friends, extends her heartiest congratulations.
The parlor was the scene of a tackey party on Thanksgiving night. The crowd of students clad in the most fanta~
tic costumes, spent some time in trying to decide who was
who. After awhile the masks were removed and a short time
was spent in social intercourse. The prizes for the "tackiest"
girl and the ''tackiest'' boy wen~ by the vote of the crowd,
awarded to Miss Edna Good, and Mr. Picking. Different
games were then played and it proved a very pleasant occasion. Among other things the Philo staff were required to
contest for a cookie suspended by a string from the transom
of the door. They discovered that even writing articles was
an easier task than eating cookies when fingers might not be
used. The sensation of the evening was created when Mr.
Picking clad in delusion garb became the object of an arm
function, peculiarly feminine from Miss Edna Good, who
thought she was talking to one of the other girls. After the
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party this would-be victim was beset by boys eagerly inquiring ''how I" t seeme d"
.
Prof. Fletcher has been having considerable trouble with
his corns but has revolutionized the usual method for curing
them. He misapplied the salve and as a result had a sore
nose.
Dr. Bicknell and Miss B. found occasion.to visit the minister while returning from a walk several Sundays ago.
Dr. Flory (arranging program):-' 'All taking junior
vocal music please raise your hand.''
(Turning to Prof. Roller) :-"That will be a solo class."
Miss· Ella (reviewing history notebook): - ' 'Conrad III
died on his deathbed."
Short (listening to lecture) :- ''Is he going to read the
whole book."
The other-"It is red book- all read(y)"
Yager (returning from a walk) :- "I feel like going
again.''
Fred (presiding in Missionary Society) :- "I don' t have ,
my constitution with me."
Skating and sleighing are now the order of the day, and
several parties have already taken bob-sled excursions in the
frosty moonlight; and then, besides, there are numerous
single craft that make occasional circuits to Yount Hall and
the White House. They seldom leave without their prey of
the fair.

COLLEGE

FORUM

On the evening of Nov. 17th, the Victorian Society celebrated its 14th anniversary before a large audience. The
different renditions showed careful preparation and training.
The chief features of the program were an address by Prof.
C. J. Heatwole of the State Normal, Harrisonburg and a pantomime, ''My Faith Looks up to Thee,'' rendered by twelve
girls roped in white, while the words were sung behind the
screen, accompanied by the piano. The program on the whole
was representative of the progress and development of the
.Society.
Lyceum

The second number of the Lyceum Course was given in
the college auditorium on December 7th. Pdk Miller appeared with his quartette and carried his audience back to
the good, old days on the southern plantation by the excellent reproduction of the old songs as they were sung
in the corn-field, under the trees and around the cabin door.
Interest was added t o the entertainment by a dispersion of
short stories and recitations in dialect given by Mr.
Miller.
The audience was the largest that ever heard a Lyceum
program.
The next attraction is the Gamble Concert Company, on
.Jan. 7, 1911.
The three literary societies have inaugurated a joint
movement to collect and bind for permanent preservation all
the files of the Philomathean Monthly. Most of these are accessable and it is hoped that the complete files of her entire
history can be secured. This will be a valuable contribution
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to the historical data of the college.
The Virginia Lee and Victorian literary societies are now
preparing for the annual inter-society debate for the possession of the trophy. The question is: "Resolved that the
Popular Initiative and Referendum system of legislation
·should be adopted in the different states.'' The Virginia
Lee team is composed of Messrs. N. A. Seese and Carl W.
Myers with Stanley F. Hoover alternate; while the other
society will be represented by Messrs. N. M. Albright, Paul
Hoover and E. A. Helsley, alternate.
There is another debate to take place here just before
the Holidays. There is a team of academic men elected to
meet a similar aggregation from the Elizabethtown College
Pennsylvania in the debate of the Parcels Post question. This
is no inter-collegiate debate, but simply between some of the
boys who are contemplating a Holiday excursion to our parts,
and some of ou~ own boys. Our team is composed of Mess.r s.
N. A. Seese, N. M. Albright and Stanley F. Hoover alternate.
This, though not a representative contest; promises to revive
something of the glorious old days of inter-collegiate debating.
(We are sorry to add that a telegram has canceled this debate.)

Prohibition League.
The students and teachers of Bridgewater College have
organized a local Prohibition League as a branch of the Intercollegiate Prohibition Association which is now being established in many of the best schools in the states of the East
and the Middle West. The purpose of this organization is
to promote among our schools a systematic and unbiassed
study of the Prohibition problem. The problem is not solv€d; and not until under the leadership of educated men our
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superficial methods are supplemented by a proper comprehension of the social, political and economic aspects of our civilization can we hope for an adequate and permanent adjustment.
The Association is kept informed as to the general progress of the movement through its official organ, The Int Collegiate Statesman. It furnishes the most authentic information, works of the best thinkers on _thi subjects and provides a systematic course of study, where such courses are
desired as they are in some of our best colleges and universities.
But one of the most interseting features for the mmediate future is the pr ovision for a contest in oratory. The
orations must be written on some phase of the temperance
issue and the winner in the local contest is then sent to battle
in the State contest to be held in April at some central point,
where the best schools will be represented. The State winner is then sent to the Grand National contest held every
two years. This promises to create a lively interest among
students and to lead to a profound study of the temperance
problem.
The executive board in direct charge of the local affairs
is as follows: N. M. Albright, President; W. S. Thomas, Vice
President; Miss Ella Miller, Secretary; Miss Annie Zigler,
Treasurer; and Fred P. Myers, reporter.
Mr. Geo. W. Barrett, travelling secretary, was more
than pleased with the prospects for some real work from
Bridgewater College.
Our membership record for the day of organization is
said by Mr. H. S. Warner, general secretary, to be the best
made by any new school in any Southwestern State.

DEPARTMENT

ALUMNI

This so far as available is the information of the present
location of the class of 1908. Want .o f space and a lack of
information in some instances, prevent more than a passing
notice.
The class organization was; President, Alda B. Cline;
Secretary, Lera Wampler; Treasurer, E. M. Hoover; Historian, Lera Wampler; Prophet, Harry K. Brown; Valedictorian,
Harold B. Myers; Poet, Alda B. Cline.
Messrs. S. S. Conner, B. A. and J. B. Stone, B. E. are
studying medicine, the former at Richmond and the latter at
the University of Virginia. Of the B. E's. Miss Crissie M.
Heddings, but now Mrs. Bucher, lives at North Manchester,
Ind. Mr. Ernest Hall, a graduate also in the Piano Course,
continues his studies at the Northwestern University. Mr.
E. M. Hoover lives on the f arm of his father and deals largely in live-stock. Mr. Warren F. Miller is helping to grow
big corn and pumpkins near Bridgewater. Mr. 0. S. Miller,
after bearing the burdens of life alone for a while, decided
it was better to "bear one another's burdens," and finally
succeeded in persuading one of his classmates to think likewise. So by mutual agreement, Miss Sue B. Shaver,
had her name changed to Mrs. Milfor. During the week, he
wields the hoe and on Sunday officiates in the pulpit. Miss
Ella Miller is making her home-run for the B. A. in her Alma
Mater. Miss Nellie Myers wields the rod at Pleasant Hill.
Having completed her work at the Harrisonburg Normal
School, Miss Virginia Roller is training the youth at Broadway
in "wisdom's" ways. Mr. I. C. Sanger, believing his house to
be large enough for two no longer lives alone on the farm,
1
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but has chosen for a companion, Miss Annie Rhodes, a former
student here. Miss Lera Wampler, also prefers being a
Miller and makes things comfortable for the parson in the
city of Staunton. Mr. Charles H. Zigler, after playing the
part of the pedagogue for one or two sessions, reached the
same ·conclnsion as Mr. Sanger and married Miss Ed'th
Driver, also a former student of B. C.
Mr. Geo. Flory, B. S. L ., is now reasoning with the
citizens of Covington, Ohio in regard to their spiritual welfare. Other B. E 's. are Messrs. Harry K. Brown and
Walter A. Colaw, Misses Ada E. Diehl, and Nannie B.
Hamrick.
The Graduates in Music are; Misses Sallie Acker,
Frances V. Kerlin and Pearl Z. Shaffer. Those representing the Business Departments are; Messrs. Frank M. Landes,
Minor E. Wine, Grover C. Dovel, now book-keeper for the
Bridgewater Plow Company and Isaac N. Garber, now in a
responsible position in the Brethren Publishing House, Elgin,
Ill. The other members of this class are represented by
their letters.
University of Virginia.
Dear D. H.I regret that pressure of work necessitated delay. I am
interested to know that the class of '08 is to have first claims
upon the Alumni Departments of the X-mas Philo. The
''Freshies, '' I mean the class of '10, which, in order to get
rid of the faculty graduated a year earlier, did tolerably well
to start off with in October; but when sometning is expected
it is needless to say the '08 class is selected.
We have been exceedingly fortunate here at Virginia to
hear John R. Mott in a series of several lectures recently. He
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had time to visit but three American Universities this yearYale, Cornell, Virginia. He interested an unusual number
of men in the matter of better living.
I yeild in favor of the able writers of my class.
Very truly yours,
F. J. Wright.
Box 4, U. Va.
(Too late for Novemberissue.)

"Fairlands Farm."
D EAR ALUMNI EDITOR:'

When I got my copy of the Oct ober Philomathean, last
night, I remembered that you had written me asking for
something for the November number. As you want to know,
only where I am and what I'm doing, I'll tell you in a very
few words.
During working hours I can usually be found somewhere
on the premises of the above-named farm. Said farm
lies just south of and adjacent to the city of Roanoke,
and is bounded on three sides by the Roanoke River. Here
I am trying to learn a few things from the great book of
Nature opened to man by the hand of God. I may, doubtless,
never complete the course (no man ever did,) but I may some
day be able to claim a B. A. as well as you and your fellows
in College. The only difference will be that, yours is Bachelor of Arts, mine of Agriculture.
Remember me to all my kind friends who were thet e
during the session of 1908-9. Tell them not to weary in their
struggle for an education. Tell the new students, (my new
friends whom I have not met) that I wish them well and am
glad to hear of their successes.
With best wishes for yourself and the other members of
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I am,
Yours truly,
H. ALLEN HOOVER, B. E. '10.
304 E. Holt Ave.,
Pomona, California.

DEAR ALUMNI:

Come take a walk with me this morning, won't you please?
I'll take you first along Holt Avenue which is wide and shaded by the graceful pepper trees. Look out for the automobiles
and motor cycles! There are several coming each way at this
crossing, and it is best to be careful, I think. Notice the bungalows and cottages as we pass. They are typical California
homes. Isn't that a fine church? Pomona is noted for its
churches-about thirty of them in a city of 12, 000. Oh-·what
a big palm tree and what lovely lawns! Now we have passed
the last house and to the right and left are orange groves, but
along the road on either side is a row of English walnuts. The
leaves are falling from them now and only a few nuts are yet
clinging to the trees. They contrast strongly with the orange
trees whichare so very green, laden with fruit rapidly turning
yell'ow. Let's tum off at this corner and look at the roses
blooming on both sides of the road. Can you realize it is almost Christmas?
Suppose we stop at Ganesha Park on the return home.
Those two hills toward the mountains are in it. Let's climb to
the top of them. It's an easy matter since paths wind to the
top with steps at intervals to assist one. Up already! See Pomona in all its loveliness of eternal summer lying before you!
On our right and left extend the orange and lemon groves.
Why "Old Baldy" has a crown of snow this morning! Doesn't
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he look majestic?
Well, it is time to return. We shall go thru the city and
stop at the Carnegie library. Carnegie libraries flourish in
California even.
Here we are on Holt again! I have enjoyed the walk. ·
Haven't you? I should like to go automobiling with you some
time out of the orange groves into the bleak and desert-like
country-for such is California in its natural state.
So much for the present and to-day. Later we hope to
visit Los Ang~les (32 miles distant) and Long Beach, - but
don't you like Pomona?
Good-day,
ALDA CLINE.

Leonard, N. Dak.
DEAR FELLOW ALUMNI:

I am glad that this department is to be devoted this month
to the memory of the class of '08. Here will be told, I am
confident, accounts of victory and achievement reached by
many of my c_lassmates.
When our class faced parents and friends on graduating
day it was openly predicted by some who had seen many such
occasions, that this class would surely come to much ''good
in the world." And these benignant prophecies were believed by none so completely as by the writer him~elf. While only
a few short years have elapsed since then, I am certain that a
part of our expectations have been realized.
As to myself I have done nothing so far to make famous
my Alma Mater. The fact fa, I have been too busy supplying
the insiste1.1t-even clamorous needs of life, namely: food,
raiment, and in a measure, shelter. ·While my ability to become a renowned actor in life's drama has steadily decreased
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each year since '08, my ambition to be great, strange to
say, has greatly increased. A few of my up-to-date ambitions I
give: To be a politician; to be rich; to be a farmer; a lawyer;
a doctor; State Superintendent of Schools; traveller to Europe;
expert boxer; bank president; married man with small fam1fy
and last and least, a school teacher that can hold the same position through two successive years.
I have been dividing my time and interest about equally
between farming and teaching, giving six months tQ each.
When asked my business the answer depends upon whom I am
talking toand whether there is any advantages at stake. When
an impression is deemed desirable I announce that I am a High
School Professor!
B'J.t a few actual statistics. Some six months ago I filed
on a gov~rnment claim in Saskatchewan province, Canada,
seven miles from my brother who has been a resident of that
country for six years. My land is well situated and should in
course of time be valuable. Homestead conditions require me
to live on land or with my brother, six months during each
of three years, with one or two additional, simple duties: My
particular neighborhood is well settled, the people being English speaking and of rather more than ordinary interest.
At present I am teaching in a semi-high school in Eastern North Dakota. Next spring I shall go back on my homestead and perhaps turn farmer ''for keeps.''
Nothing would a:fford me as much pleasure as to get a
letter from each member of our class. If you have any special secrets I shall be glad to hear them; perhaps I can give as
good in exchange.
To the College and Philomathean I tender my kindest respec ts.
Yours Fraternally,
H.B. MYERS.
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6109, Woodlawn Ave., Chicago.
DEAR ALUMNIEDITOR:

Needless to say I am busy; any medical student is. The
equipment here (the University of Chicago) is excellent and
all one needs to do is to work and he will get results. However, that word work should have special emphasis for without plenty of that men fail here.
I enjoyed the October number of the Philomathean very
much. Hope those of '08 will respond so that each will know
what the others are doing. E. C. Hall, B. E. and Piano, '08
is doing good work at Northwestern University. I saw him a
few days ago. Carl Coffman, '10, is at the same place and is
doing nobly. Ora Wine, '05, is ::it Bethany and J. L. Garrison is in school on the West side. He will take his degree
from the University of Chicago in a few years.
With best wishes to you and all the Staff, I remain,
Very truly,
F. J. \\{AMPLER.

•

OUR

EXCHANGES

This magazine is among the best of our exchanges. The
November issue is of real literary worth and merit. "The
Treatment of Intellectua1 Pride in Literature" is not only..t
literary value but may be made of practical application to the
student, since it shows the end of knowledge which some of
the greatest characters in literature sought. ''A Shakespearean Tragedy'' is perhaps not what we would expect from the
title; at any rate this short play is a true
The
representative of the average college girl's
Bessie
life. The Bust of Shakespeare is the victim of the tragedy while its tragic end is
Tift
brought about by the virtue and wisdom of
Journal
a woman. In ''Why the Bas tile Fell'' we
have the historical and fictitious combined, making an interesting story indeed. The writer shows a vivid imagination.
The style is animated and simple. The short essay ''Autumn,''
deserves mention on account of its excellent description. The
one poem worthy of mention, "My Garden" while jt contains
the esthetic idea necessary to poetry, is vague and the movement is varied.
This paper is a real literary magazine but the expression
of the .social side of College life is not what it might be. In
'-'The Supernatural Element in Macbeth," we get a clear idea
why the wierd is necesary in literature. ''Pro and Con Blush
Roses" is strong in the beginning but weak at the end and
the plot has no definite setting. The best
feature of the story is the naturalness and
The
ease of the conversation. Especially fine
Lesbian
is the story, "An Adjective· Decides." The
Herald
interest does not lag at any point and the
simple, idiomatic style of speech that Silas
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Bushly the old farmer uses is noteworthy. The little poem,
''November Days," gives us a fine picture of a typical November day without exaggeration; we have seen days like the
poem describes. The movement of the poem harmonizes
with the thought.
We welcome this paper to our exchange table for the
first time. It contains three well-written critical essays which
are especially valuable as literary criticisms. ''The Works of
Charles Kingsley" is worth reading for a right appreciation of
the often neglected merits of the writer, The essayist is no
hero-worshipper presenting his subject in the most favorable
light, nor has he dwelt entir ely on his faults but has set
fourth facts without bias in either direction. The critical
student of literature should read ''Points Where Dryden is
Pope's Superior, and Points Where Pope is
Dryden's Superior," and "The Works of
The
James Whitcomb Riley" . Both these subCoHege
jects are ably treated. The life of the Hungarian Patriot, "Louis Kossuth", is written
Student
in an interesting way. ''The Draftman's
Wife" has a good plot; the writer has with perfect consistency taken as characters real persons and placed them in fictiti"Enoch's Dream" is a
ous scenery and circumstances.
fairly well written story of ordinary merit; but it might be
developed in a more logical way. We are impressed with
the solemn mood of the poem "Lima Lester" but at the same
time we notice that the movement is varied. ''In a Cigarette,''
the poem is more than we would expect from the title which
seems somewhat inappropriate, and not .comprehensive
enough for the subject matter. Perhaps ''A Twilight Reverie," would have been a better title for the poem. The
rhythm is irregular at places.

